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Anchor Text: Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred Taylor  
Goal: Cite evidence from the text to provide support in an 
argumentative essay 



A Letter to My Students 
 
Dear Students,  
 
This will be your first official argumentative essay. The five-paragraph 
essay is probably one of the single-most important things I can teach you. 
An argumentative essay will use the five-paragraph essay in order to teach 
you how to debate or argue on paper. Choose a side. Choose wisely. You 
will use this form of an essay in EVERY SINGLE English class from here 
on out. This will include seventh grade, eighth grade, and all of your high 
school English classes. It is even on some of your big high school tests that 
you take for college. If you can master this, you will be only that much 
better off and that much further ahead. You can do it! 
 
You should know right away that I both love and hate this form of writing 
because it provides a formula for writing. It seems like there is only one 
right way to do it. There is not. As a teacher of writing, I vow to help you 
maintain your ingenuity and creativity as a writer. Please do not lose this in 
this process. Stay yourself. Stay creative. Stay you.  
 
So, get ready. I will walk you through each step. I need you to put your best 
foot forward, and realize that every single step we take through this essay 
serves a purpose to teach you how to be a better, more unique, more gifted 
writer.  
 
Open your mind for some great writing! 
 
Good luck,  
 
 
 
 
Mrs. Hampton 
 
 
 
 
 



Argumentative Essay Brace Map 
Overview 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



What in the world will I write about? 
 
 

Here are your choices: 
 
Option 1: Point of View: Argue whether or not Cassie’s perspective is the 
BEST way to convey this story. Does the historical significance change 
based on who tells the story? 

 
Option 2: Conflict: Argue which is more devastating for Cassie: The loss 
of TJ or the loss of the Logan land in the story.  Which matters more? 

 
Option 3: Theme: Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry has faced criticism in the 
past. It has been on many challenged or banned book lists in schools. 
Argue whether or not Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry should or should not be 
taught in middle schools. What do students learn from this story? 
 
Option 4: Characterization: Argue which character changes the MOST 
from the beginning of the story to the end. Why is this change important? 

 
 

 
Why did you choose this topic? (at least one 
paragraph) 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 



My Claim Statement 
 

Claim =Topic + Position on Issue + Reason 1, Reason 2, and Reason 3 
 

Each topic has two different sides. Keep this in mind as you argue your 
point. Ultimately, as yourself: Why is this important? 
Topic (from previous page): 

Position: 

1.) 

2.) 

3.) 

 
 
 
 



Use this set up: 
 
Topic ______________________________________________ 
 
+ Position___________________________________________ 
Example Position Words: 
Should/Should Not         Benefit            Designed 
Must                               Hurts               Value 
 
+ Reasons for thinking so: 
1.)__________________________________________________ 
2.)__________________________________________________ 
3.)__________________________________________________ 
 
 
Here are some examples: 

TOO GENERAL ON TARGET 

Bilingual education isn’t effective. Bilingual education should be 
eliminated because it limits students’ 
success, burdens students unfairly, 
and isn’t cost effective.  

Rainforests are irreplaceable.  Rain forests must be preserved 
because they offer people many 
resources they cannot replace 

The cafeteria isn’t very good.  The cafeteria could attract more 
business if it improved the quality of 
its food, its appearance, and the 
attitude of the staff.  

Source: Rozakis Ph.D., Laurie. Schaum’s Quick Guide to Writing Great 
Research Papers. 2nd ed. New York: McGraw Hill Companies, Inc. 2007. 
Print.  

**Your claim will go on a note card submitted to Mrs. H** 

 
 



Body Paragraph Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Practice with Boxes and Bullets for 
Body Paragraphs 

**Introduction will be a separate type 3 and body paragraphs will be a 
separate type 3-use this page to PLAN for your body paragraphs** 

 
 
The BOXES are for your reasons. The BULLETS are to help you find support for that 
reason. I often put the page numbers for my evidence in the circle of the bullet to make 
it more organized.  
 
Reason #1 from Claim: 
Topic Sentence: 

 
Introduce Your Evidence (Signal Phrase): 

 
 
Evidence from Book: 
 
 

Page #__________ 

 
Reasons from Your Mind to Explain Evidence/Explain the Reason further: 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Transition: 



Reason #2 from Claim: 
Topic Sentence: 

 
Introduce Your Evidence (Signal Phrase): 

 
 
Evidence from Book: 
 
 

Page #__________ 

 
Reasons from Your Mind to Explain Evidence/Explain the Reason further: 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Transition: 



 
Reason #3 from Claim: 
Topic Sentence: 

 
Introduce Your Evidence (Signal Phrase): 

 
 
Evidence from Book: 
 
 

Page #__________ 

 
Reasons from Your Mind to Explain Evidence/Explain the Reason further: 

 
 
                  

Counter-Claim: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Transition: 



Prompts for Pushing My Writing 
 
Add these prompts in your support paragraphs to make your 
writing more interesting or these words! 
 

For example… 
Another example is… 
To add on… 
This makes me realize… 
This is important because… 
Another reason is… 
This connects with… 
On the other hand… 
This is similar to… 
This is different from… 
Many people think… 
 
Verbs for Introducing 
Summaries and Quotations 
 

§ argue 
§ assert 
§ believe 
§ claim 
§ emphasize 
§ insist 
§ suggest 

 
Commonly Used Words for 
Transitions 

§ accordingly 
§ as a result 
§ consequently 
§ since 
§ then 
§ therefore 
§ hence

 
 
 
 
 



Templates for My Analysis 
Graff, Gerald and Cathy Birkenstein. They Say, I Say. New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, Inc: 2006. Print.  
 
Templates for Introducing “Standard Views” 
 

§ Americans today tend to believe that_________ 
§ It is often said that_______ 
§ Many people assume that_______ 

 
Templates for Introducing An Ongoing Debate 
 
Basic: 
In discussions of X, one controversial issue has been________. One the 
one hand, __________ argues______________. On the other hand, 
_____________ contends _____________. Others even 
maintain_____________.  
 
Templates for Explaining Why Your Claim Matters 
 

§ X matters/is important because_____________ 
§ Ultimately, what is at stake here is________________ 
§ These conclusions have significant applications in __________ as 

well as _________________ 
 
Templates for Introducing Quotations  
 

§ X states, “_____________” 
§ According to X, “___________________” 
§ X agrees/disagrees when she writes “________________” 

 
Templates for Explaining Quotations 
 

§ Basically, X is saying __________________ 
§ In other words X believes______________ 
§ X is insisting that_______________ 
§ X’s point is that________________ 

 



How to Write a Conclusion: Finish 
Strong 

 
Transition Word Templates for Beginning Conclusions: 
In conclusion,_________________ 
In summary, __________________ 
Overall______________________ 
To sum up____________________ 
In other words________________ 
 
1. PRACTICE: NOW WRITE YOUR BEGINNING SENTENCE 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Restate Your Claim 
In this section, you take your claim statement and rewrite it in a different way-this is 
called paraphrasing.  
 
WRITE DOWN YOUR CLAIM HERE: 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Mrs. H will put examples on the board. 
2. PRACTICE: NOW RESTATE YOUR CLAIM IN A DIFFERENT WAY. 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
The End of the End 
After your beginning sentence and your claim restate, any other concluding remarks 
about why the reader should care or be invested would be inserted here. Often, it is 
encouraged to leave your reader with something to think about. Use your templates for 
“standard views” here if needed.  
 
3. PRACTICE: WRITE DOWN IN THE BOX TWO MORE IMPORTANT THINGS THE 
READER SHOULD KNOW THAT YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY STATED. 



 

 
Lastly, put all of your parts together for a complete conclusion paragraph. You will need 
to put PRACTICE 1, 2, AND 3 together in order to get your full points.  
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

You are close to being done! All that 
is left is your final draft! 


